The exceptional intrinsic properties of aligned nanofibers, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and their ability to be easily densified by capillary forces motivates their use as shape-engineerable materials. While a variety of self-assembled CNT structures, such as cell networks, micropillars, and pins have previously been fabricated via the capillary-mediated densification of patterned CNT arrays, predicting the critical pattern size (s cr ) that separates cell versus pin formation and the corresponding process-morphology scaling relations within the micrometer range are outstanding. Here, facile and scalable mechanical patterning and capillary densification techniques are used to establish s cr by elucidating how the effective elastic modulus of aligned CNT arrays during densification governs the resulting pin geometries. Experiments and modeling show that this effective modulus scales with CNT height and is about an order of magnitude smaller for pins as compared to cell networks formed from bulk-scale (i.e. non-patterned) CNT arrays. Patterning therefore results in pins with a lower packing density (commensurate with double the wall thickness) and a larger characteristic length scale than bulk cell networks (i.e. s cr ∼ 5 × cell width). CNT arrays with the initial randomly-oriented carbon 'crust' removed via oxygen plasma etching yield a higher degree of structural uniformity and better agreement with the proposed elasto-capillary model, which enables the use of capillary densification to predictively design hierarchical and shapetunable materials for advanced thermal, electronic, and biomedical devices.
Introduction
Recent advances in the synthesis and densification of low-dimensional nanostructures, including aligned nanofibers (NFs), nanotubes, and nanoribbons, provide new opportunities for large-scale manufacturing of high-value nanomaterials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In particular, scalable capillary-mediated densification techniques, which operate on the principles of evaporative self-assembly [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , are promising methods to create hierarchical and functional material structures without the need for cost-prohibitive cleanroom techniques [12, 13] . For example, solid pins and long-range cell networks can be formed by densifying aligned NF arrays within small and large pattern sizes (s), respectively [14] [15] [16] [17] , with the critical pattern size (s cr ) separating these two morphologies for a given NF height (h) [18] (see figure 1) . However, to fully realize the potential of capillary self-assembly for multiscale material design, enhanced process-structure control is necessary to predict NF densification within micron-scale s cr values [18] [19] [20] by incorporating pattern-induced confinement and interfacial effects into existing models for bulk-scale densification [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In this work, we present processmorphology scaling relations to describe solid pin formation from the capillary densification of patterned aligned NF arrays of h < 60 μm with s cr < 200 μm, and we demonstrate a predictive capability including the finding that the effective elastic modulus scaling of the pin wall with h governs the pin wall thickness, densification factor, and corresponding s cr values.
Capillary densification has been used in recent years to leverage the excellent thermal, electrical, and mechanical properties of aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) arrays [34] [35] [36] [37] by forming them into dense threedimensional structures [8, 9, 38] , which have applications as electrical interconnects [39] [40] [41] , sensors and actuators [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] , field emitters [47, 48] , and z-direction composite reinforcement [49, 50] . While these geometrically complex microstructures can be formed by growing and then densifying patterned CNT arrays [8, 16] (see figure 1) , it is currently challenging to control the densified CNT morphology as a function of h and s, especially without incurring the cost and process hurdles of cleanroom techniques. Spatially selective CNT array Here, h and s govern the cell width (w), cell wall thickness (t c ), and pin wall thickness (t p ), shown here for CNTs with the carbon crust removed via O 2 plasma treatment. (c) Previously reported w of cells made from CNT arrays of s 1000 μm (•) via bulk-scale densification [8, 14, 15, 17, 26, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] alongside the linear w versus h scaling relation proposed in [27] . Also shown are previously reported s cr of pins ( ) formed by densifying patterned CNT arrays [18] and s cr of pins reported in this work ( ) alongside the scaling relation proposed in [14] , which is shifted upwards for pin formation, as we find s cr ∼ 5 × w for the CNT arrays studied here. growth has previously been achieved by patterning catalyst layers via photo-and electron-beam-lithography [51, 52] and by using metallic layers as catalyst deactivators [53] [54] [55] , but these processes are time-consuming and cost-prohibitive at large scales. Additionally, they often produce fragile CNT arrays with synthesis-induced structural variations [56] [57] [58] and a low density per unit area [59, 60] , which collectively yield properties that can be orders of magnitude below theoretical values [61] [62] [63] . To overcome these limitations, scalable processing techniques, such as simple catalyst patterning via mechanical scribing [26, 64, 65] ( figure 1(a) ), post-CNTgrowth O 2 plasma treatment to increase structural uniformity [18] , and capillary densification ( figure 1(b) ) are attractive methods to create high-density, morphology-controlled bulk nanostructured materials provided that models can guide the processing towards these desired structures.
Previous model development has focused on the self-assembly of fiber arrays undergoing bulk-scale (i.e. non-patterned and cell-forming) capillary densification [9, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , including the well-characterized formation of cell networks from bulk-scale aligned CNT arrays [14, 26, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . While cells are desirable for long-range open structures, patterned CNT array densification offers new capabilities to create relatively dense pins needed for nano-and micron-scale device-specific geometries [66] [67] [68] . Accurately predicting densified CNT morphologies in this regime is not yet possible, particularly for dense pin geometries with s cr < 200 μm [8, 18] (see figure 1(c) ). Experimentally-validated models are needed to explain the confinement and interfacial effects governing patterned densification. Through extensive quantification of aligned CNT pins forming at s cr as a function of h and O 2 plasma treatment, we model the mechanical behavior of CNT array densification and show that previous theories for the elasto-capillary self-assembly of bulk-scale CNTs [9, 14] can also be applied to the densification of patterned CNTs, when appropriate (but counter to prior work) pin wall moduli and volume fractions are incorporated. We show that the effective elastic modulus scaling of the pin wall with h governs CNT pin formation and is about an order of magnitude smaller compared to bulk-scale cell formation, a direct result of dominating interfacial effects in patterned CNT densification to pins.
Methods
We synthesized and densified patterned aligned CNT arrays to study samples of varying heights and plasma treatments. Capillary-densified CNT geometries were measured via scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and an elasto-capillary model was used to develop the scaling relations for CNT pin morphology at the critical pattern size (s cr , i.e. pin not cell formation) as a function of CNT height.
Substrate patterning and CNT synthesis
To create patterned CNT arrays as pin precursors, SiO 2 /Si wafers were first coated with a 10 nm Al 2 O 3 and a 1 nm Fe layer deposited via electron beam physical vapor deposition [69, 70] . These substrates were cut into 1 cm×1 cm squares and mechanically scribed by hand to remove the Fe/Al 2 O 3 catalyst layers in outlined grid patterns of rectangular dimensions s×l, as shown in figure 1(a) . Due to the selective removal of catalyst in the ∼40 μm wide grid lines, CNT arrays only grow inside the rectangular pattern where the catalyst remains. Here, l ? s so that the densified CNT pin wall thickness (t p ) at the critical pattern size (s cr ) can be measured laterally across the center of the pin, representing one-dimensional densification of the CNT array away from the pattern edges (see figure 2 and section S1 of the supplementary material available online at stacks.iop.org/NANOF/3/ 011003/mmedia). Corner effects resulting from biaxial densification at the pin ends are not considered here, as they would dominate the formation of complex pillar shapes when l approaches s, as shown by SEM images in figure 1(b) .
Following substrate patterning, vertically-aligned CNT arrays were grown by a base-growth mechanism in a 22 mm internal diameter quartz tube furnace at atmospheric pressure via a previously-described thermal catalytic chemical vapor deposition process, which uses ethylene as the carbon source and 600 ppm of water vapor added to the inert gas, allowing cm-scale CNT arrays to be grown [71] [72] [73] . In each pattern, the growing CNTs self-assemble into aligned arrays of height (h) ∼ 10−50 μm, controlled by growth time and measured via optical microscopy. The arrays are comprised of multiwalled CNTs with an average outer diameter of ∼8 nm (3-7 walls with ∼5-6 nm inner diameter and intrinsic CNT density of ≈1.6 g cm ) [73] [74] [75] , inter-CNT spacing of ∼60-80 nm [76, 77] , and volume fraction of ∼1% CNTs [73] .
Capillary densification
After growth, a subset of the patterned CNT array samples were exposed to a previously-developed recipe for O 2 plasma treatment to remove the tangled CNT crust layer [18] , which forms on top of the CNT array as a result of the growth process [56, 57] (see figure 1(a) ). This leads to non-O 2 -treated CNTs (nO-CNTs) and O 2 -treated CNTs (O-CNTs) to investigate the effect of the carbon crust constraint on densification as a secondary objective. All CNT arrays were then densified via a previously reported paper-soaking technique [78] using acetone, as this process enables more controlled wetting (via the hydrodynamics of acetone leaving the paper) to avoid CNT delamination from the substrate, compared to direct immersion procedures [8] . After capillary densification, s cr values of the CNT pins were measured via SEM (Zeiss Merlin, 5 mm working distance, 5 kV accelerating voltage) and were defined as the pattern size yielding solid pins at the transition between pin and cell formation, where any larger s would initiate cell formation inside the pin structure (see figure 1(b) ). Since a variety of pattern sizes were scribed in the substrate, many pins at s cr , cell networks above s cr , and pins below s cr could be located on one sample, and only the pins at s cr were considered in this work. Then, pin wall thickness (t p ) at s cr as a function of h was measured via SEM, and the h dependence of t p and s cr was investigated by averaging these values from 3-4 samples. This is presented in figure 2 for comparison between bulk-scale CNT cell networks and O-CNT pins, figure 3 for comparison between nO-and O-CNT pins, and table S1 in section S3 of the supplementary material. [14] and patterned densification of O 2 -plasma-treated CNT arrays, respectively. Schematics illustrate the structural parameters, including wall thicknesses (t), cell width and critical pattern size (w and s cr ), CNT densification factors (Ξ), effective axial wall elastic moduli (E), and CNT height (h) for cells (t c , w, Ξ c , E c ) and pins (t p , s cr , Ξ p , E p ). Plots of t versus h show that t p ∼2×t c , and exemplary SEM images show 10 μm-tall CNT cell and pin wall thicknesses (see insets). Plots of E versus h show that E c ∼10×E p , and inset SEM images illustrate 30 μm-tall cells and pins. Finally, plots of Ξ versus h show that Ξ c ∼1.3×Ξ p , and inset SEM images illustrate 50 μm-tall cells and pins.
Modeling of capillary-densified CNT pins
The capillary-mediated self-organization of patterned CNT arrays into pin structures at s cr is modeled via a onedimensional mechanism following previous work describing the densification of bulk-scale CNT arrays into cell networks, which used the same paper-soaking densification procedure [14] . Here, t p is estimated from the maximum elasto-capillary bundle size [9, 25, 79] by considering the patterned CNT array morphology [58, 75, 76] , yielding the following relation:
where γ is the surface tension of the solvent (25 10 3 -N m -1 for acetone), E p is the effective axial elastic modulus of the pin wall (calculated via equation (1)) that corresponds to the collective elastic response of the wavy CNT array, Γ i and Γ f are the initial (i.e. as-grown) and final (i.e. densified) inter-CNT spacings, D cnt is the CNT outer diameter, and h is the measured CNT height. As discussed in section S1 of the supplementary material, a one-dimensional unit cell of size s cr is defined so that s cr can be estimated from t p as follows, assuming thorough solvent wetting [80] and that all CNTs within s cr comprise the pin wall after densification:
where Ξ p is the one-dimensional densification factor. Ξ p describes the increase in CNT array packing density as a result of the elasto-capillary self-assembly process and is discussed further in section S1 of the supplementary material, along with the estimations of Γ i and Γ f . Using equations (1) and (2) figure 3 as a comparison between nO-and O-CNTs. 
Results and discussion
We compared the morphological evolution of capillary-densified cell networks that formed from bulk-scale O-CNT arrays with pins that formed at s cr from patterned O-CNT arrays, including the wall thicknesses, effective elastic wall moduli, and densification factors (i.e. CNT packing density within the cell and pin walls). We then used the elasto-capillary model to compare these parameters, including the scaling of t p and s cr with h, for pins that formed from patterned nO-and O-CNT arrays.
Comparison of O 2 -treated CNT cells and pins
As figure 2 illustrates, similar schematics describe the geometries of cell [14] and pin structures resulting from the capillary densification of aligned CNT arrays. These structures are differentiated by the one-dimensional length across which densification occurs, as bulk-scale cells exhibit a characteristic length approximately equal to the cell width (w), while pins forming at their critical pattern size are confined to densify within the scribed length of s cr . While the cell and pin wall thicknesses (t c and t p ) scale almost linearly with h (as shown in figure 3 and in previous work [14] ), average t values can be used to compare the relative magnitude of t c and t p . Here, figure 2 shows that t p ∼ 2 × t c as s approaches s cr , which can be understood as an imaginary 'cell' inside of the CNT array collapsing during densification to form the solid pin structure. For both cell and pin morphologies, previous work showed that a higher degree of densification at a given h is linked to a higher wall modulus and lower wall thickness, as a correspondingly thinner, stiffer, and denser wall can better support the load from capillary forces [8, 14, 81] . However, the overall magnitude and scaling of these parameters with h and s will depend upon the ability of CNTs to self-organize in the most energetically preferential manner, which would result in the highest packing densities [8, 76, 82] , but such ideal packing may not be allowed if the CNTs are forced to densify along a specific direction due to their confinement within a pattern. To investigate this scenario, which applies to the pins formed here, one can describe a patterned CNT array as having a more 'unconstrained' perimeter (i.e. fewer CNT-CNT sidewall interactions) compared to the same CNTs within a bulk-scale array, where the surrounding CNTs increase the extent of such interactions. Relative to its size, a patterned array also has enlarged solvent-air interfaces along its perimeter during solvent evaporation, which influences the spatial trajectory of densifying CNTs owing to the greater difference in hydrostatic dilation stress created across these interfaces [29, 81] . Therefore, as previous studies on patterned CNT densification have shown [26, 29, 81] , CNT translation is directed laterally towards the center of the pattern due to the solvent-air interfaces receding from the array and a thin solvent layer remaining pinned to the outer CNTs via surface tension, which act to push the CNT array inwards. This process is also aided by fewer CNT-CNT sidewall interactions present along the perimeter that could force CNT translation in other directions (which occurs in bulk-scale cell network formation). These interfacial effects are consistent with prior observations of wetted CNT arrays densifying from low-density to high-density regions under capillary forces [26, 29, 81] .
The consequences of such effects can be observed in the patterned CNT arrays used here by comparing the different morphological evolution of O-CNT cells and pins. These differences are revealed by the scaling of E and Ξ with h (figure 2), which shows that E p and Ξ p evolve similarly but are generally smaller than E c and Ξ c [14] . Here, E c and E p both scale as h < at a given h and is consistent with patterned densification reducing the effective pin wall stiffness and volume fraction. Therefore, the effective axial array modulus of the pin wall, and not the orders-of-magnitude higher isolated CNT axial modulus [83] governs the one-dimensional densification of patterned CNT arrays, similar to bulk-scale arrays.
Finally, since these CNTs are forced to densify towards the center of their pattern and thus do not pack as tightly as bulk-scale arrays, larger densification lengths (i.e. s cr > w) and lower CNT wall volume fractions and stiffnesses are observed for pins versus cells, especially for small h (i.e. lower overall surface areas), where the elasto-capillary pairing efficacy of neighboring CNTs is reduced [8, 9, 18] . The directive interfacial factors increasing this characteristic length are consistent with prior observations of increased CNT-substrate adhesion hindering CNT mobility, as this also resulted in larger cell widths with thicker cell walls and a lower stiffness [14] . Taken together, these interfacial effects could provide versatile methods to direct the densification process in the future and control the resulting CNT geometries.
Comparison of O 2 -treated and non-treated pins
Next, to establish scaling relations for s cr and t p as a function of h via the elasto-capillary model, and to investigate the effect of the synthesis-induced carbon crust [12, 18, 56] ( figure 1(a) ) on CNT array densification, pin geometries resulting from the densification of patterned nO-and O-CNT arrays are compared. Figure 3 illustrates that s cr is larger on average for nO-CNTs, as the crust is presumed to partially restrict elasto-capillary pairing and overall CNT mobility by preventing nO-CNTs from properly reinforcing one another via free translation across the substrate [18] . Therefore, since nO-CNT densification is slightly hindered compared to O-CNTs, nO-CNTs often need to form thicker pin walls to support the capillary forces and exhibit more variable E nO and Ξ nO scaling with h, as discussed further in section S2 of the supplementary material. This mechanism is consistent with previous results for the densification of bulk-scale CNT arrays with increased substrate adhesion (achieved via thermal post-processing), as those resulting cells also exhibited a larger average wall thickness, cell width, and smaller effective wall stiffness due to reduced CNT mobility [14] .
As figure 3 shows, the scaling of t p and s cr with h (equations (1) and (2), respectively) for both nO-and O-CNTs can be accurately represented by the governing elasto-capillary mechanics via the one-dimensional model. Owing to the structural irregularities caused by the crust, less variable scaling with h is seen for O-CNT pins, which is similar to previous work showing enhanced densification and lower structural variation within densified O-CNT micropillars [8, 18] . Removing the crust constraint allows for easier and more energetically preferential densification due to enhanced CNT mobility, yielding better agreement with the proposed densification model [9, 25, 79] as a means to enable the tunable fabrication of highly precise and uniform CNT microstructures.
The results presented here for CNT arrays of h < 60 μm with s cr < 200 μm also provide insight into the discrepancies between past experimental results and analytical models for capillary densification, which can significantly overestimate the h values required to form densified cell and pin structures within pattern sizes below 150 μm [18] [19] [20] . These models commonly set E equal to the individual CNT axial elastic modulus of 1 TPa [83] , but the effective elastic modulus of densifying CNT bundles is often orders of magnitude lower (∼1MPa−1 GPa) [14, 61, 84] due to the stochastic nature of CNT packing and inherent waviness [61] [62] [63] 84] . For a given s cr , these models can therefore over-predict the effective stiffness required for CNT arrays to form a pin at a given h, and experimental results (including those presented here) often show that CNT arrays exhibit a lower effective stiffness to densify at a lower h to form pin structures [14, 81] . Therefore, while the 1 TPa intrinsic CNT elastic axial modulus may be appropriate for large s and h, when the elasto-capillary pairing efficacy of CNTs is relatively strong and can overcome structural variability within the array [8, 9, 18] , this assumption becomes less accurate as s and h are reduced to the micro-and nano-meter regime, where more appropriate scaling and smaller E values are required to describe capillary densification.
Conclusion
In summary, the effects of aligned CNT height and O 2 plasma treatment on the capillary densification of patterned CNT arrays into pins was quantified and modeled based on the underlying elasto-capillary physics. By developing process-morphology scaling relations for pin evolution with CNT array height (h), this work reports experimentally-validated models that enable accurate morphology control of densified pin geometries created at the critical pattern size (s cr ) separating cell versus pin formation, which are applicable above and below s cr with appropriate wall modulus scaling. Experimental and modeling results indicate that the pin wall effective axial elastic modulus (E p ) and densification factor (Ξ p ) scale with h and are smaller compared to corresponding values for cell networks formed via bulk-scale densification. This is primarily attributed to pattern-induced solvent-air interfacial effects and mechanistic CNT-CNT sidewall interactions, which also yield a larger s cr and pin wall thickness compared to the cell width and cell wall thickness. Finally, applying a post-growth O 2 plasma treatment yields improved agreement with scaling relations that could enable precise NF patterning in the future for applications requiring microstructural control.
Additionally, it should be noted that CNT pins formed within isotropic patterns, as opposed to the nonisotropic patterns used here, are likely to experience two-dimensional (2D) effects during densification. Modeling 2D patterned densification would require quantification of topological inhomogeneities and simulation of physical CNT-CNT interactions, including the inherent waviness in aligned CNT arrays [58, 61, 76] . Moreover, since an increased CNT-substrate adhesion force (F a ) [85] has recently been shown to reduce CNT mobility and enable the capillary densification of taller, bulk-scale CNT arrays into wider cells with thicker walls [14] , it is postulated that CNT pin geometries will scale similarly with F a . This could provide additional tunability over densified CNT architectures by using F a as a design parameter, potentially enabling the densification of aligned CNT arrays into mm-to cm-scale structures at large F a . Further work is required in this area, since characterization and modeling of the physiochemical mechanisms governing F a scaling with processing and the corresponding F a effects on CNT elasto-capillary mechanics are not currently available. Once experimentally-validated models are developed to accurately predict 2D densification and F a effects, capillary densification may be used as a versatile method to create materials with controlled shapes, densities, and functionalities for next-generation composite reinforcement, flexible electronics, optoelectronics, and other emerging nanoscale applications.
S1 Pin Geometry Modeling
The capillary-mediated self-organization of patterned, vertically-aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) arrays into solid pins is modeled based on previous work detailing the one-dimensional (1D) capillary densification of bulk-scale CNT arrays into cellular networks.
1 In this framework, only geometric distinctions related to the pattern size differentiate model development for pin and cellular networks. Since pin formation is defined as occurring within the 1D critical pattern size (s cr ) to yield solid CNT structures (see figure S1a), pin formation is subject to a different side-wall boundary condition compared to bulk-scale densification. In this work, pin walls are formed in long, non-isotropic patterns (see figure S1b) as opposed to square or cylindrical patterns, which would involve CNT densification in two dimensions.
Therefore, pin formation is modeled via the same 1D densification mechanism as bulk-scale cell networks owing to similar underlying physics. As discussed in the main text, the morphological differences between CNT pins and bulk-scale cells is attributed to smaller effective elastic pin wall moduli and densification factors due to the geometric constraint of s cr .
With this framework established, the model describing the capillary densification of patterned CNT arrays begins akin to cell formation 1 by considering the maximum fiber bundle size (N max ), which was previously derived for the self-assembly of thoroughly-wetted fibers subject to capillary forces:
Here, γ is the surface tension of the solvent, E is the effective axial elastic modulus of the densified fiber wall (here aligned CNTs), h is the CNT height, D cnt is the CNT outer diameter (∼ 8 nm), 5 and Γ i is the as-grown inter-CNT spacing (∼ 60 − 80 nm). [5] [6] [7] The effective elastic modulus of aligned CNT arrays is a function of the CNT volume fraction (V f ), waviness ratio, and interactions due to CNT-CNT junctions, 8, 9 which leads to non-negligible CNT-CNT frictional effects during densification. of nanofibers into cellular networks and bundles, 10-13 the bending stiffness scaling for CNT pin walls (as in cell walls) 1 is expected to scale as N 3 for this 1D geometry, while scaling as N is expected when frictional effects are ignored. 4 Therefore, equation S1 corresponds to N 3 max , and the CNT pin wall thickness (t p ) can be estimated as follows:
where Γ f is the final inter-CNT spacing within the CNT pin wall, reflecting the degree of CNT densification, and E p is the effective axial elastic modulus of the pin wall. Assuming S3 that all of the CNTs in the original pattern of size s cr densify into the final pin structure, the densification factor (Ξ p ) and s cr can be defined as follows:
Here, Ξ p describes the increase of CNT array packing density as a result of elasto-capillary self-organization and is equal to the final CNT volume fraction within the pin wall. Finally, to enable the full use of equation S2, Γ f can be approximated as shown below by incorporating Ξ p and the as-grown CNT volume fraction (V f ∼ 1%) 5, 6 into the previously-derived functional form of the inter-CNT spacing scaling as a function of the CNT waviness:
where Ω is the waviness correction factor developed from a three-dimensional stochastic simulation of the packing morphology of wavy CNTs. 
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S2 Effective Elastic Modulus and Densification Factor
Scaling for Non-O 2 -Plasma-Treated CNT Pins Figure S2 shows the scaling of E nO (estimated from equation S2b) and Ξ nO (estimated from equation S3a) with h for CNT pins that were not treated O 2 plasma prior to densification (i.e. nO-CNTs). E nO scaling can be estimated as E nO ∝ α(h) ψ with α ≈ 3.0 ± 2 × 10 −3
and ψ ≈ 8/3, and Ξ nO scaling can be estimated as Ξ nO ∝ β(h) ω with β ≈ 3.0 ± 2 and ω ≈ 0.5. Here, nO-CNTs experience an additional constraint compared to O 2 -treated CNTs (O-CNTs) during pin formation due to the presence of the upper carbon crust arising from the growth process, which causes greater variability in E nO and Ξ nO . This constraint limits the overall CNT mobility and packing efficacy, yielding larger t p and smaller E nO , as discussed in the main text. This effect can be reduced at larger h due to the enhanced ability of longer CNTs to densify via elasto-capillary pairing due to increases in CNT surface area.
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(b) (a) Figure S2: Parameters describing pin formation from non-O 2 -plasma-treated CNTs (nOCNTs). Plots show the evolution with CNT height (h) of (a) the effective pin wall axial elastic modulus (E nO ) and (b) the densification factor (Ξ nO ). Higher variability is attributed to the carbon crust, which causes structural inhomogeneities within the CNT array.
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S3 Pin Geometry as a Function of Carbon Nanotube Array Height Table S1 presents the raw data that were evaluated experimentally (i.e. 'Measured'), and the values that result from equations S1 -S4 in section S1 (i.e. 'Calculated'). These data are also presented in figure S2 and figures 2 and 3 in the main text. 
